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Abstract

Framing is a political strategy in which journal-001
ists and politicians highlight certain aspects of002
an issue or a problem to influence public opin-003
ion. Frameworks for detecting framing in news004
articles or social media posts are necessary in005
order to understand the spread of biased infor-006
mation in our society. Prior research efforts007
have shown that their framework for framing008
detection works well by predicting political af-009
filiation afterward. In this paper, rather than010
predicting stance after detecting frames, we011
incorporate stance prediction into a framing012
detection model to jointly capture framing lan-013
guages better. We take advantage of political014
stance data, which are more readily available015
than framing data that require manual annota-016
tion of professionals, and propose automatic017
framing detection models, which can detect018
previously unseen framing phrases. We com-019
pare two different methods of incorporation020
and show that leveraging stance prediction im-021
proves the separation of liberal and conserva-022
tive biased frame language.023

1 Introduction024

Framing in social sciences refers to emphasizing025

desired aspects of an issue to promote a particular026

perspective (Entman, 1993). By selecting certain027

information and hence elevating the salience of that028

information, topics can be expressed with different029

frames. Research on frames has largely focused030

on political and social issues, such as the stances031

of politicians (Johnson and Goldwasser, 2016), the032

U.S. anti-nuclear war movement (Entman and Ro-033

jecki, 1993), stem cell research (Nisbet et al., 2003),034

and COVID-19 (Wicke and Bolognesi, 2020).035

Detecting and analyzing framing is crucial in036

comprehending public perspectives and biases in037

social issues. In a world where people are over-038

whelmed with information from news media out-039

lets and social media platforms, the importance of040

understanding framing cannot be overstated.041

In response to the success of machine learning 042

(ML), ML techniques have been applied to detect 043

frames (Card et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2016; Johnson 044

et al., 2017a; Bhatia et al., 2021). In many framing 045

analyses, the performance of a framing detection 046

model is tested by predicting the political stance 047

of an article or political affiliation of a politician’s 048

tweet or speech. However, such stance information 049

is rarely incorporated into the development of the 050

actual frame detection model. 051

We explore ways to take advantage of political 052

stance data to improve framing analysis. The first 053

method separately trains a stance prediction model 054

and computes mean attention weights (MAW), 055

which signify the reasoning behind the prediction. 056

We use the scores of MAW to delineate important 057

words in stance prediction. The second method is 058

to jointly train a Transformer encoder with a con- 059

trastive learning objective for frames embedding 060

and cross-entropy for a political stance prediction. 061

The goal is to shift embeddings in the same framing 062

group closer together, while increasing the distance 063

to the language used by opposing political parties. 064

Our main contributions are as follows: (1) We 065

compare the two methods proposed above to inte- 066

grate stance prediction with framing analysis and 067

investigate the effectiveness of stance prediction 068

as a method to demonstrate the performance of a 069

framing detection framework. (2) We show that 070

rather than separately training stance prediction 071

and frames embeddings, jointly training them in 072

a multi-task learning approach better dissociates 073

framing languages used in liberal and conservative 074

U.S. news media. 075

2 Related Work 076

Traditionally, social scientists have developed and 077

manually annotated a topic-specific codebook of 078

frames (Terkildsen and Schnell, 1997; Baumgartner 079

et al., 2008; Card et al., 2015). Computational 080

linguists recently have applied ML techniques to 081
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(a) Method 1: Framing Scores

(b) Method 2: Framing Embedding

Figure 1: Two proposed frameworks. The first method
is an ensemble of models to perform two separate tasks.
The second method is a joint model that shares layers
to learn with auxiliary tasks.

analyze frames. These works can be categorized082

according to their ML approaches: unsupervised,083

supervised, or weakly-supervised.084

Many unsupervised learning approaches for085

frame detection depend on Latent Dirichlet Allo-086

cation (LDA) topic modeling (Blei et al., 2003) to087

extract candidate words of frames. However, the088

output of LDA is a list of keywords in each topic,089

not frame. Hence, based on the output, researchers090

build framing categories, i.e., frames. For instance,091

an open-sourced tool built by Bhatia et al. (2021)092

outputs the result of LDA topic modeling so that093

the user can label frames with the result. These094

topic-based words are useful guidance in framing095

annotations but are not appropriate data to be used096

for supervised framing analysis.097

Second, framing detection can be defined as a098

supervised learning problem. Researchers collect099

and annotate data and train an ML model to classify100

frames. Field et al. (2018) constructed framing lex-101

icons, following the Media Frame Corpus (MFC)102

(Card et al., 2015) annotations, and classified issue103

frames in Russian news articles. Akyürek et al.104

(2020) used the BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) to iden-105

tify multilingual frames in articles about U.S. gun106

violence. Similar to our method, Cabot et al. (2020)107

applied multi-task learning to model political per-108

spectives in news articles, political affiliations of109

politicians, framing, metaphor, and emotion. Our110

frame embedding approach differs in that the main111

task of our model is to embed language used in 112

frames with contrastive learning. 113

Finally, there are weakly supervised models. In 114

addition to the dictionary of frame indicators, John- 115

son et al. (2017b,a) used linguistic features of a 116

text to predict framing in political tweets. Roy and 117

Goldwasser (2020) built topic-specific lexicons by 118

extending the lexicons in the MFC, and generalized 119

them by creating an embedding space. Our model 120

also creates an embedding space but uses political 121

stance prediction as an auxiliary task and applies 122

contrastive learning. 123

Based on the review of the literature, we propose 124

two frameworks to incorporate political stance in- 125

formation into frame modeling. Section 3 presents 126

our first modeling approach in which we separately 127

train a stance prediction model and a framing en- 128

coder. Then we add feature attributions from each 129

model to compute a final framing score. Section 4 130

presents the second model, which applies multi- 131

task learning and jointly trains on political party 132

and framing data. 133

3 Method 1: Framing Scores 134

We propose a model for frame detection that com- 135

putes framing scores with feature attributions from 136

a BERT-based stance prediction model (3.1) and 137

phrase similarity with frame indicators (3.2). Fig- 138

ure 1a illustrates this approach. Section 3.1 ex- 139

plains how stances are calculated with MAW. Sec- 140

tion 3.2 details how phrase similarity is computed. 141

3.1 Stance Rationales 142

We use the approach of Jayaram and Allaway 143

(2021) to extract feature attributions, specifically 144

mean attention weights (MAW), of their stance pre- 145

diction model. The framework is a BERT-based en- 146

coder trained with an additional loss term designed 147

to impose a prior based on human rationales. That 148

is, the prior loss term encourages the model attri- 149

butions to be similar to oracle attributions, which 150

are important-word scores based on human annota- 151

tions. After stance prediction, MAW are extracted 152

as stance rationales. The MAW of a token j is the 153

mean of all attention weights at index j. 154

3.2 Phrase Similarity 155

We extract candidate phrases and compute the co- 156

sine similarity between those phrases and frame 157

indicators with Phrase-BERT (Wang et al., 2021). 158

Phrase-BERT is a framework that fine-tunes BERT 159
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with a contrastive learning objective. We chose160

Phrase-BERT to embed phrases because while161

other BERT-based models rely on a lexical overlap162

to find similar phrases, Phrase-BERT is better at163

discovering semantically equivalent and lexically164

diverse phrases.165

For candidate extraction, we use the implementa-166

tion in EmbedRank (Bennani-Smires et al., 2018).167

It uses Stanford CoreNLP to identify the Part-168

of-Speech of each word and then generate noun169

phrases. We use these noun phrases as candidates170

of framing phrases.171

Next, the candidate phrases are embedded with172

Phrase-BERT, and cosine similarity between a can-173

didate and its nearest-neighbor frame indicators are174

computed.175

The final framing score of a token is a weighted176

sum of MAW and the similarity score:177

MAW × d+ SimScore× (1− d)178

where d is a hyperparameter.179

4 Method 2: Framing Embedding180

We propose a multi-task learning framework that181

trains a BERT-based encoder, as shown in Figure182

1b. Section 4.1 discusses how to select contrastive183

examples for framing embedding. Section 4.2 ex-184

plains the stance prediction model.185

4.1 Contrastive Learning186

Similar to Phrase-BERT, we fine-tune BERT to187

encourage the embeddings of frame indicators in188

the same framing group to be close and the em-189

beddings of frame indicators in a different group190

to be distant. For every frame indicator pi, there191

exists a positive example p+i and a negative ex-192

ample p−i . The positive examples of p are other193

frame indicators in the same framing group. In194

general, negative examples are randomly chosen195

from phrases or sentences that do not contain pi.196

However, we specifically selected examples from197

framing groups that are frequently used by the op-198

posing political party. The goal is to isolate frame199

indicators that are used mostly by liberal media200

and those that are used by conservative media. The201

criterion for choosing the political stance of each202

framing group can be found in Appendix A.203

Given a triplet of vectors (p, p+, p−), the con-204

trastive loss is computed as follows:205

Lc = max(0, ϵ− ∥p− p−∥+ ∥p+ p+∥)206

where a margin ϵ is a hyperparameter.207

(a) Contrastive Learning (b) Framing Embedding

Figure 2: t-SNE visualiation of the embeddings of frame
indicators. Figure (a) is the embeddings of BERT fine-
tuned with a contrastive learning objective. Figure (b)
is that of Method 2, which jointly trains with both con-
trastive learning and stance prediction objectives.

4.2 Stance Prediction 208

For stance prediction, we add a single-layer Neu- 209

ral Network to the BERT-based encoder. Given 210

a frame indicator pi, we predict a stance label 211

yi ∈ {0, 1}. We use binary cross-entropy as the 212

loss function: 213

Ls = − 1

N
ΣN
i=1yi·log(p(yi))+(1−yi)·log(1−p(yi)) 214

where N is the number of data in a batch. 215

The final loss is 216

L = Lc + α · Ls 217

where α is a hyperparameter. 218

5 Experiments 219

5.1 Data 220

We use the dataset from Roy and Goldwasser 221

(2020). This dataset has 21,645 news articles on 222

three politically polarized topics: abortion, immi- 223

gration, and gun control. Each article is labeled 224

left or right according to mediabiasfactcheck.com. 225

There are also topic-specific lexicons, which were 226

collected as in Field et al. (2018). We use these 227

lexicons as our framing indicators. 228

We build a triplet dataset with the framing indica- 229

tors, following the procedure explained in Section 230

4.1. The dataset has 7,366 triplets. Unlike Roy 231

and Goldwasser (2020), we do not create separate 232

embeddings for each topic; we embed framing indi- 233

cators from three topics into one embedding space. 234

5.2 Results 235

We evaluate the performance of our first model by 236

highlighting words in a document according to their 237

scores. Table 1 shows highlights from an article 238

on abortion. The darker the highlight is, the higher 239
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MAW Abortion rights advocates even
say that the legislation could lead
to the end of private insurance

coverage for abortion . As I re-
ported Susan Cohen the director of
Governmental Affairs for the pro-
abortion-rights Guttmacher Founda-
tion argued in a policy brief this fall
that the Smith Bill would go into
uncharted.

SimScore Abortion rights advocates even
say that the legislation could lead

to the end of private insurance
coverage for abortion. As I reported
Susan Cohen the director of Gov-

ernmental Affairs for the pro-

abortion-rights Guttmacher

Foundation argued in a policy
brief this fall that the Smith Bill
would go into uncharted .

Framing Abortion rights advocates even
say that the legislation could lead

to the end of private insurance
coverage for abortion. As I reported
Susan Cohen the director of Gov-

ernmental Affairs for the pro-

abortion-rights Guttmacher

Foundation argued in a policy
brief this fall that the Smith Bill
would go into uncharted .

Table 1: The visualization of mean attention weights
(MAW), cosine similarity scores (SimScore), and the
final framing scores. The example document is an article
with the topic Abortion.

the score is. As shown in Table 1, important tokens240

based on MAW and SimScore are distinguishable.241

However, MAW scores were mostly proportionate242

across all tokens, and thus the effects of MAW on243

final framing scores were statistically insignificant.244

For our second model, we used t-SNE to visu-245

alize the embeddings of frame indicators. Figure246

2a shows the embedding space of BERT fine-tuned247

with our contrastive learning objective. Figure 2b248

shows the embedding space of the Method 2 model,249

which added a stance prediction loss. The left and250

right separation of framing groups is evident in251

Figure 2b. This result suggests that using stance252

prediction as an auxiliary task improves the embed-253

Phrase Nearest Neighbors
Protecting the
preborn

baby’s life, child’s life, kill the
child, child protection, kill the
baby, unborn life, child killing,
abort the baby, rip the baby,
protect life

Prevent firearm
violence

prevent gun violence, curb
gun violence, gun violence re-
straining, end gun violence,
stop gun violence, violence
restraining order, reduce gun
death, domestic violence re-
straining, gun violence re-
search, violence restraining

Illegal im-
migrants are
criminals

deport illegal immigrant, previ-
ously deported illegal, deport
illegal, amnesty to illegal, de-
port undocumented, terrorist
organization, deportation of il-
legal, domestic terrorism, sus-
pected terrorist, terrorism re-
lated

Table 2: Top 10 nearest neighbors of phrases that were
not in the dataset.

ding of framing. 254

Next, we evaluated the performance of the 255

second model in embedding previously unseen 256

phrases. Table 2 shows the top 10 nearest neighbors 257

of those phrases. The phrases include vocabularies 258

that were not present in the dataset. For instance, 259

the word “preborn” in the phrase “protecting the 260

preborn” was not present in the framing indicators. 261

Still, the model was able to assign its embedding 262

close to framing indicators that do not have lexi- 263

cal overlaps but are semantically similar to frames 264

used by conservative labeled articles. Yet the near- 265

est neighbors were restricted to existing framing 266

groups; that is, the model could not extend the 267

assignment of phrases to unobserved framing. 268

6 Conclusion 269

In this work, we proposed and compared two frame- 270

works that incorporate stance prediction to framing 271

detection and have shown initial results that jointly 272

learning the two tasks is the strongest model. We 273

plan to extend this work with quantified experi- 274

ments to discover frames in unlabeled data. 275
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Framing group Lib. Cons.
Pro-Life 0.563 0.437
Sanctity of Life 0.554 0.446
Pro-Choice 0.791 0.209
Right of Human Life 0.361 0.639
Life Protection 0.429 0.571
Abort. prov. economy 0.096 0.904
Reproduction Right 0.829 0.171
Sale of Fetal Tissue 0.57 0.43
Late Term Abortion 0.531 0.469
Abortion Funding 0.621 0.379
Hobby Lobby 0.714 0.286
Anti-Abortion 0.723 0.277
Health Care 0.818 0.182
Women freedom 0.786 0.214
Roe V. Wade 0.615 0.385
Birth Control 0.689 0.311
Planned Parenthood 0.426 0.574
Sexual Assault Vict. 0.649 0.351
Pregnancy Centers 0.295 0.705
Stem Cell Research 0.727 0.273

Table 3: Topic: Abortion. Proportion of liberal and
conservative articles that mention frame indicators in
each category.

A Stance Labelling of Framing Groups376

Tables 3, 4, and 5 show the usage of framing in377

liberal and conservative articles of the Roy and378

Goldwasser (2020) dataset. If frame indicators in a379

group were mentioned more in liberal media, that380

group is labeled as “left.” Similarly, a group, which381

is more used in conservative media, is labeled as382

“right.”383

B Reproducability384

Machine Used We used a Nvidia Quatro RTX385

5000, 16 GB memory GPU in a machine with386

Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4214 CPU @ 2.20GHz.387

388

Libraries Used For all models, PyTorch389

was used for implementation.390

391

Implementation Details392

• Method 1: Stance Rationales The hyper-393

parameter λ is 49152. The model is op-394

timized using Adam for 20 epochs with a395

batch size of 32 and a fixed learning rate396

of 10−5. The maximum sequence length397

of 250 for arguments and 10 for topics. It398

Framing group Lib. Cons.
Gun Buyback Program 0.781 0.219
Terrorist Attack 0.441 0.559
Gun Con. to Restr. Viol. 0.628 0.372
White Identity 0.761 0.239
Gun Research 0.843 0.157
Mental Health 0.622 0.378
Gun Show Loophole 0.55 0.45
Gun Business Industry 0.513 0.487
Second Amendment 0.358 0.642
Assault Weapon 0.466 0.534
Person of Color Identity 0.686 0.314
Conc. Carry Recip. Act 0.401 0.599
Gun Homicide 0.692 0.308
Ban on Handgun 0.471 0.529
Right to Self-Defense 0.275 0.725
School Safety 0.644 0.356
Background Check 0.496 0.504
Stop Gun Crime 0.535 0.465
Illegal Gun 0.446 0.554

Table 4: Topic: Gun Control. Proportion of liberal and
conservative articles that mention frame indicators in
each category.

Framing group Lib. Cons.
Terrorism 0.417 0.583
Born identity 0.156 0.844
Human Right 0.728 8 0.272
Wage Economy 0.653 0.347
DACA 0.455 0.545
Detention 0.696 0.304
Deport.: In General 0.58 0.42
Salary Stagnation 0.137 0.863
Rac. and Xen. 0.667 0.333
Border Protection 0.411 0.589
Cheap Labor Availability 0.032 0.968
Wealth Gap 0.106 0.894
Refugee 0.482 0.518
Taxpayer Money 0.461 0.539
Amnesty 0.034 0.966
Racial Identity 0.837 0.163
Deport.: Ill. Imm. 0.184 0.816
Birth Cit. & 14th Amen. 0.435 0.565
Merit Based Imm. 0.1 0.9
Dream Act 0.342 0.658
Asylum 0.519 0.481
Family Sep. Policy 0.761 0.239

Table 5: Topic: Immigration. Proportion of liberal and
conservative articles that mention frame indicators in
each category.
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uses bert-base-uncased from Hugging-399

face.1400

• Method 1: Phrase-BERT The model is401

optimized using Adam for 1 epoch with402

a batch size of 16 and a learning rate403

of 2e − 5. The initial 10% of training404

steps are used as warm-up steps. It uses405

bert-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens406

from Huggingface.407

• Method 1: Framing Score The408

hyperparemeter d is set as d ∈409

{0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 1}.410

• Method 2: Framing Embedding The hy-411

perparmaeter α is set as 0.2. The model is412

optimized using Adam for 10 epoch with a413

batch size of 16 and a learning rate of 2e− 5.414

The initial 10% of training steps are used as415

warm-up steps.416

C Ethical Considerations417

As mentioned in Section 5, our methods have limi-418

tations, and we caution not to deploy our models419

for not the purpose intended.420

1https://huggingface.co/transformers
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